A small selection of our hotels in St Petersburg
Pio on Kanal Griboedova 3*

Location This city hotel is situated in the centre of the city, just a 2-minute walk
from the main street, Nevsky Prospekt. Guests will be inspired by living in the most
historical centre of the city. Most places of interest, such as Kazan Cathedral, The
Winter Palace, The Russian Museum or Aleksandriysky Theatre can be reached
easily on foot.
Facilities This Italian mini-hotel harmonically combines world-class comfort with
friendly home atmosphere that adds a specific Russian tinge. The historical ceiling
reliefs date back to 1880 and have been carefully restored. The hotel has 6 rooms
in total, as well as a lobby, 24-hour reception and check-out service and a hotel
safe. A TV lounge, breakfast room, Internet access (subject to fees) and a laundry
service also feature.
Rooms The names of the rooms are as attractive and unusual as their interiors.
The hotel offers rooms either with private or shared bathrooms. A direct dial
telephone, satellite/cable TV, Internet access, central heating and either a
balcony or terrace all feature.
Meals Breakfast in the Italian mini-hotel is really special.
Hotel St Petersburg 3*

This is a good standard poperty offering value for money accommodation in a
central location.
Location
This Scandinavian accented hotel is located centrally near the Finlandsky railway
station - ideal for travellers arriving from or travelling to Helsinki on the highspeed train. As the hotel is located on the waterfront of the Neva embankment it
offers excellent panoramic views across the city. Major sights such as the
Hermitage and Peter and Paul Fortress are within easy reach, either by taking a
pleasant stroll on foot or via local transportation.
Distance
3 kms to city centre
20 kms to the nearest airport (pulkovo airport)
10 minute walk to the nearest metro station (lenin square)
1 km to the nearest station (finland)
5 km to the nearest fair site (lenexpo)
Rooms All newly renovated rooms are of very good standard and resemble a
typical Scandinavian hotel, with light furniture, practical layout and comfort. River
View category rooms have views over the Neva that are particularly attractive
during the White Nights period.
Restaurant There are two restaurants serving traditional Russian and International
cuisine. A buffet breakfast is served in the first floor restaurant which offers
fantastic views of the city across the river Neva. There are also a few bars and a
nightclub on one of the higher floors.
Exterior The hotel was built during the Soviet era and although it is a solid and
somewhat functional in design the entrance and lobby areas are welcoming.
Lobby The lobby is very large and spacious with plenty of room to relax.
Facilities
•

Beauty Salon Barber Shop

•

Car Park

•

Lift

Ohtinskaya 3*

The hotel is located on the Neva river bank with a fine view of Smolny Cathedral,
close to Peter the Great Bridge. Within 5 km of the hotel there are such sights as
the Taurian Palace and the Ice Sports Palace. The Novocherkasskaya metro station
is roughly a 15-minute walk away and Pulkovo Airport is approximately 20 km from
the hotel. The city hotel opened in 1991 and has 290 rooms. It offers large and
adequate congress and conference facilities and it has solid experience in the
organisation and carrying out of seminars and business training. Dining options are
available on site so that guests on a retreat will not have to leave the hotel.
Parking facilities are provided for those arriving in their personal vehicles. All
rooms have an en-suite bathroom with a shower and offer a telephone, TV, safe
and minibar.
Facilities
•

Conference Facilities

•

Laundry Service

•

Medical Facilities

•

Mini Bar

•

Room Service - 24 hours

•

Safe

•

TV - Standard

Price: for 5 nights accommodation is £318.74 per room including breakfastPio

Mokhovaya 3*

This cosy city hotel is situated in the very centre of the picturesque former Russian
capital of St. Petersburg, within a short walk from the Nevskiy Prospect with its
attractions such as Strogonovsky and Anichkov Palaces, Kazansky Cathedral,
Mikhailovsky Palace, the State Russian Museum or the Hermitage Museum. The
international airport St. Petersburg-Pulkovo can be reached within a 30 minutes'
drive.
Facilities
•

Car Park

•

Direct Dial Telephone

•

Hair Dryer

•

Laundry Service

•

Safe

•

Sauna

•

TV - Satellite/Cable

•

TV - Standard

•

WIFI - Internet Access

Hotel Moscow 4*

This centrally located hotel is perfectly situated in the historical city centre on the
Neva River embankment near the Nevsky Prospect. The prime location and great
transport links (nearby underground and train stations) provide quick and easy
access to the main commercial areas and city sights such as Dvortsovaya
Embankment, The Hermitage Museum, The Admiralty, The Kazan Cathedral, The
Russian Museum and others within just 15 minutes of the hotel. Pulkovo Airport is
approximately 35 km from the hotel.||The city hotel overlooks the wonderful
ensemble of Alexander Nevsky Lavra (the oldest architectural sight of the XVII
century), Alexander Nevsky Bridge and the Neva River. Since 2005, the main
building has been heavily reconstructed. The perfect location, 825 comfortable
large rooms of various categories and high level of service permanently attracts
hotel guests. The property is air-conditioned and guests are welcomed in a lobby
with 24-hour reception and check-out services. Facilities include a hotel safe,
currency exchange and lift access to the upper floors. A newspaper stand,
hairdressing salon, a high-quality Italian beauty salon, café, nightclub and
restaurant are also on-site. WLAN Internet access is available (fees apply) and
guests can take advantage of the room and laundry services on offer (fees apply to
the latter). Guests arriving by car may park their vehicle in the hotel's large
parking area (parking fees apply).||All rooms have air conditioning, a direct dial
telephone, safe, a minibar, fridge, TV and Internet access. The en suite bathrooms
have a shower, new furniture and a variety of accessories. Rooms are also
equipped with electronic security lock systems and have an outer video control
system.||For an additional fee, guests can take part in an aerobics session, use the
sauna, book a massage treatment, play pool/snooker or go bowling. Guests can
also work out at the gym. The hotel organises entertainment programmes
Park Inn Pulkovskaya 4*

Located in one of the most beautiful areas of St. Petersburg, the four-star city
business hotel is ideal for business and leisure travellers. The hotel is on Moskovsky
Avenue close to the heart of the city with all its attractions within easy reach. A
stroll around the hotel will take you past the beautiful façades of this historic
street, architectural monuments from the 19th century, cosy parks, shopping
centres, restaurants and cinemas. Pulkovo Airport is located roughly 5 km from the
hotel.||The hotel comprises 840 rooms and features WLAN Internet access in the
lobby area with 24-hour reception and check-out service. There are three highly
acclaimed restaurants, a bakery, brewery, lobby bar and conference centre with
facilities for guests' convenience. Guests will also find currency exchange facilities,
lift access, a hairdressing salon and room and laundry services. Over 100 free
parking spaces are available for those arriving by car.||The elegant and newly
renovated rooms in contemporary style feature modern facilities, fresh forms and
colours. They are en suite and equipped with a shower, direct dial telephone,
satellite/cable TV, fridge and air conditioning.||The hotel has a spa with indoor
swimming pool, Finnish sauna, Russian banya, Turkish sauna, a wide range of
massage treatments and a fully equipped gym.||Breakfast and dinner buffets are
served.
Ambassador 4*

The hotel is located in the historic centre of Saint Petersburg on Prospekt
Rimskogo-Korsakova, a 7-minute walk away from Sadovaya (Sennaya Ploschad)
metro station. A wealth of places of historical and cultural interest can be found
nearby such as the Saint Isaac's and Saint Nicholas' cathedrals, the Mariinsky
Theatre and the Yusupov Gardens. Close proximity to public transport gives easy

access to the major tourist sights of the city.||The hotel building is a unique
complex which combines an architectural monument of the 19th century and a
modern building. All 255 guests rooms are decorated in tranquil pastel shades with
comfortable tasteful furniture upholstered in elegant fabrics and luxurious curtains
inviting guests to a pleasant stay. Facilities available include 2 restaurants, a bar,
café, 24-hour room service, a beauty salon, laundry service, car park (for a fee)
and 2 conference halls with meeting facilities, among others. Outstanding
commitment to individual service and personal customer care as well as timeless
elegance are perfectly combined at the hotel. The air-conditioned establishment
comprises 255 rooms and also features a hotel safe, currency exchange facilities
and lift access.||The hotel rooms feature individually regulated air conditioning,
an en suite bathroom with bath, a satellite TV, minibar, safe and wireless Internet
access. A direct dial telephone and an ironing set also come as standard.||The
hotel offers guests use of an indoor swimming pool, gym, sauna and massage
service.
Sokos Vasilievsky 4*

Sokos Hotel Vasilievsky is an excellent property with a great location in central
St.Petersburg.
Location Sokos Hotel Vasilievsky is situated in one of the city's most historic
districts not far from the bridge linking Vasilievsky Island and the Neva
Embankment. Some of the city's oldest and most fascinating tsarist era
architecture can be found in this district and it has its own unique feel. The hotel
is just a short walk from a bustling pedestrian area, the University and several
musuems including the renowned Kunstkamera (House of Curiosities). The hotel's
location also offers easy access to some of the city's most famous sights such as the
Hermitage (Winter Palace), St. Isaac's golden-domed Cathedral and the fantastic
Saviour on the Blood are all within easy reach on foot or by transport.
Distance
2 kms to city centre

20 kms to the nearest airport (pulkovo airport)
5 minute walk to the nearest metro station (vasilyostrovskaya)
6 km to the nearest station (finljandskii vokzal)
1 minute walk to the nearest bus stop
4 km to the nearest fair site (lenexpo)
Rooms The hotel offers 198 Standard rooms. Spacious air-conditioned rooms
designed in an elegant yet contemporary style offer satellite tv, radio, free w-fi
internet access, shower or bathtub, hair-dryer, iron and ironing board, safe deposit
box and mini-bar.
Restaurant The cosy Brasserie Repin serves French and Russian cuisine. The
restaurant is tucked away just behind the lobby bar and offers a relaxing
atmosphere with a genuine brasserie feel. The hotel also offers the 8th Line
English pub (named after the street where the hotel is located) serving draught
beers and hearty snacks.
Exterior The hotel is deceptive in appearance - i.e. it is much bigger than it looks
from outside! The original tsarist-era facade has been tastefully preserved. The
large modern building is set back from the main road. To appreciate how the hotel
looks from the outside the view is best enjoyed from across the street.
Lobby Guests are welcomed in a spacious lobby area decorated with dark wooden
tones and comfortable seating.
Golden Garden 5*

The hotel is located in the historic centre of St. Petersburg, directly off Nevsky
Prospect, close to all major attractions including the Hermitage, the Russian
Museum and the Mariinsky Theater. Moskovsky Train Station is about 15 minutes
away, while the nearest underground station Dostoevsky is less than 10 minutes
away.||The hotel group is part of an international chain of contemporary and

convenient hotels designed with both leisure and business travellers in mind. This
city hotel has 24 rooms in total spread over 4 floors. It is air-conditioned and has a
lobby with 24-hour reception, 24-hour check-in/check-out service, hotel safe, lift
access, café, hairdressers' salon, bar, casino, TV room, 2 restaurants, conference
facilities and Internet access, as well as room and laundry services. Parking
facilities are available to guests arriving by car.||The hotel offers comfortable
new Novation rooms that provide modern comfort, a unique feeling of spaciousness
and contemporary décor for both business and leisure travellers. En suite
bathroom, hairdryer, direct dial telephone, satellite/cable TV, Internet access,
minibar, mini-fridge, ironing set, centrally-regulated air conditioning, heating and
a safe deposit box are all standard features.||Breakfast is served as a buffet,
lunch à la carte, and dinner à la carte and from a set menu.
Corinthia Nevskij Palace 5*

Location The hotel is situated in central St Petersburg, about 5 minutes' walk from
Metro Nevskij Prospekt, with excellent bus and tram routes.
Distance
17 kms to the nearest airport (pulkovo)
5 minute walk to the nearest metro station (mayakovskaya)
1 km to the nearest station (moscovskiy vokzal)
5 minute walk to the nearest bus stop
15 km to the nearest fair site (lenexpo)
Rooms The hotel is situated in central St Petersburg, about 5 minutes' walk from
Metro Nevskij Prospekt, with excellent bus and tram routes.
Restaurant The restaurant offerings range from the elegant Viennese-style
Imperial Restaurant, with high-backed chairs and plants, to the impressive views
across the city from the 8th floor Landskrona Restaurant, which also offers live

music. The guest can also choose from the Russian cuisine at The Admiralty,
pastries from the Cafe Vienna, or Austrian fair from the Bierstube. March 1998
Exterior The traditional facade has now been restored after the renovation
programme and is characteristic of this district, known for its historical landmarks.
Lobby The medium-sized glass-ceiling reception area allows superb natural
daylight to stream down to the speckled grey marble flooring. It is situated behind
the main entrance and is integrated into a modern attractive shopping arcade.
Most Western airlines have their offices there. The décor features halogen lights. A
brass-railed balcony and staircase add to the luxurious feel.

